UCL Environment Institute ‘Moving People, Changing Lives’ Photography Competition
Terms and conditions
1. Introduction
•

The UCLEI Migration Photo Competition has a number of Terms and Conditions for
entry. These are important to ensure that the photo you submit is both eligible to
win and meets important legal and fair criteria. Note that any deviation from these
Terms and Conditions may regretfully render your submission to the competition
void.

2. Submission and Acceptance
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

All entrants must declare that the photographs are their own work and free of any
copyright other than their own personal copyright. In submitting to the competition,
you agree to grant UCL a royalty-free, non-exclusive licence to publish and otherwise
use the submitted material in any way that we want. You still own the copyright to
everything you contribute.
You can submit only one photograph.
Submission photos should be a minimum of 1600 pixels wide or high on the longest
side of the photograph.
Your submission should include a caption and no more than 100 words of
explanation may be included.
Your current staff or student number must also be provided when asked for as proof
of eligibility.
UCLEI has provided 2 methods for submitting your photograph to the Migration
Photo Competition. These are via Flickr.com, the popular social photo sharing
website, and by email (see notes above on How to Enter). UCLEI cannot guarantee
that all pictures submitted through these methods will be accepted into the
competition.
Pictures will not be accepted into the competition if they are deemed inappropriate.
This includes images that may be offensive, previously published, copyrighted (by
somebody other than the entrant) or otherwise contrary to the spirit of the
competition. Photos may also not be accepted into the competition if the focus of
the photo is an identifiable individual who has not given their consent to appear or if
photos feature advertising or trademarks which would otherwise require UCLEI to
obtain permission to use or would contravene rules which may govern University
publications.
If your photos are deemed inappropriate, they will not be considered by the Photo
Competition judges and / or will be removed from the accepted pool of photos
(Flickr.com group and submissions received via email). Whilst we do try to notify
owners of the reasons why their photo has not been accepted, we cannot guarantee
a personal response or dialogue for all photos.
Should a photo be identified as inappropriate whilst it has been accepted into the
competition, UCLEI reserves the right to remove it from the competition,
disqualifying the owner (an example of this scenario is if an image is accepted, but

later identified as a copyrighted image from a film or magazine where the entrant
was not the photographer or the copyright holder).
3. Eligibility to Enter
•
•
•

The photo competition is open to UCL staff and students only. On selection of their
work, staff and students must provide a valid, current ID number.
The competition is not open to Photo Competition judges, or UCLEI staff.
The competition is not open to freelance, agency or professional photographers who
have historically supplied - or are in the process of supplying - UCL with photography
as a professional service.

4. Competition Prizes, Judging & Prize Draw
•

•
•

The final Grand Prize winners of the competition will be announced on 19th March
2013. A pool of finalist photographs will be selected from all submissions by the
Judging Panel. From this pool, the Judging Panel will select a winner who will be
awarded the grand prize for the category.
The first prize is £400, second prize is £200 and the third £100. UCLEI reserves the
right to change the prizes at any time.
The prize-winners along with a pool of finalists will have their work exhibited as part
of the Norface Conference in April 2013 here at UCL.

5. Copyright, Licence and Your Work
•

•

In submitting to the competition, you agree to grant UCL a royalty-free, nonexclusive licence to publish and otherwise use the submitted material in any way
that we want. You still own the copyright to everything you contribute.
If your image is accepted, we will publish your name alongside it wherever used as
part of the UCLEI Migration Photo Competition. Note that this accreditation will not
always be possible with use of your photo in printed publications, general UCL
website use or incorporation on any other media outside the context of the UCLEI
Migration Photo Competition.

6. People in your photographs
•

If you take pictures of other people, you are responsible for gaining their consent for
UCL to use their image free of copyright, fee or any other usage restriction. If you
happen to take pictures of people aged under 18 as part of your entry, you must get
consent from the subjects’ parents before submitting your photo.

7. Feedback & Other Correspondence
•
•

If you would like to send us feedback or any queries about the competition, please
email marianne.knight@ucl.ac.uk
For a list of competition winners, please visit our website:
(www.ucl.ac.uk/environment-institute/) any time after March 2013.

